2005 ford explore

A functional interior, ample passenger space, strong powertrains and a well-controlled ride all
contribute to the Ford Explorer's well-deserved reputation as a practical midsize SUV with few
faults. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested
in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for
sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Used Ford Explorer. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably
tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided
you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a
few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month
basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so.
Check out Ford lease specials Check out Ford Explorer lease specials. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Dull cabin
design with some low-grade materials, low resale value, confusing controls on high-line
models, lousy fuel economy. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale.
Edmunds' Expert Review. The Ford Explorer receives minor interior and exterior trim changes,
and the AdvanceTrac stability control system is upgraded with roll stability control for better
protection against rollover accidents. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. Ok except for
the transmission. We bought our Explorer in new. It ran great for 36, miles. It now has 68, miles.
NOT very desirable. No repairs, just regular maintenance for 3 years. Shortly after 36, miles we
had problems with the reverse: going into reverse and going from reverse into drive. It would
take about 3 to 5 seconds for the gears to catch and move the car. After a new transmission
everything else started to go wrong. Interesting that until we took it to the dealer we had no
other problems! Read less. It is very stable on the road and it feels very safe to drive. However,
they are lot of problems comes with that model such as the rear lift gate got stuck, transmission
problem, the center lock motors problem, the paint peel from the hood and AC stopped working
around K miles. It cost a fortune to repair these problems. Besides the battery cable got
contaminated and almost burnt and requires replacement. All the aforementioned problems are
general problems for this model's owners. I completely advise not to buy a used one unless you
are rich enough to afford the repairs. My explorer is great. It now has k miles and no issues. I
keep it meticulously maintained with scheduled maintenance and oil changes. I hope it keeps it
up for my 12 yr old in 4 years. This is one of the best suv's we have ever owned! We have
owned it for 4 yrs and no problems at all Only thing we have done is a battery and alt. Starts no
matter how cold. Great on snow Alot of room for a xlt. Great value Love the all wheel drive. See
all reviews of the Used Ford Explorer. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic
Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety
scores. Sponsored cars related to the Explorer. Sign Up. Make Model Year. Price and Payment.
Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Your search has found yourself
this great deal from the best used car dealership. This is one of our wholesale units. We make
sure they run, drive, and stop. There will be issues and that is why it is priced as cheap as it is.
We have done a safety inspection that you can get a copy of but we recommend taking it to
someone you trust for a second opinion. Tinker a little and save a lot!! Or call and ask about
putting the money down on a newer vehicle with very affordable payments. First, and most
importantly we have the best prices in Michigan. In addition, our prices are no haggle and often
below wholesale prices. We will show you the price comparison of our vehicle versus the
competition so you can see for yourself what a great deal you're getting. You will also be given
a CarFax vehicle history report free of charge. Our store has been reliable and trusted for our 90
years in business. Schafer Chevrolet is the only dealer to give you all this! Our inventory moves
fast! So get off the internet now, and give us a call or come in! You'll be glad you did! Limited to
miles after purchase. Odometer is miles below market average! Recent Arrival! Come on down
to our N Freeway, Pueblo location today to test drive and make an offer on your next vehicle.
We are family owned and operated business for over 25 years with multiple locations across
Colorado. Let's help you with your next vehicle purchase. Vehicle is at our Pueblo Location
What is Wholesale Reserve? We understand that some of our customers are on a tight budget
and only need transportation. These vehicles are safety inspected, and rather than send them to
auction. We have reserved them for you at reduced prices. They may not be perfect, but they
may be just perfect for you! Please verify all information and options with a sales
representative. Easy Financing options for everyone. Price does not include tax, title, license or
dealer fee. Vehicle located at Feldman Chevrolet of Lansing. That is okay You will be updated of
any future price savings and specials. It is real simple XLT trim. Click me! That's why we always

make sure go above and beyond for our loyal customers throughout our community. It's our
world class customer service that helps us earn your business time and again while serving
your driving needs! Price does not include a charge for 0. Put our dealership on your list. Our
inventory changes daily! Many cars never make it online, because we have customers waiting
for the nice, clean, reconditioned vehicles we sell. We have the best selection of pre-owned
vehicles in the area! Why buy a used car from Max Auto Sales in Lafayette? Why wouldn't you
want to buy your next used car from the longest running highest rated BBB accredited used car
dealer in Lafayette, and at a monthly note you can afford? Consider the benefitsWe put our used
cars through an inspection process to make sure the car is in great shape, the engine runs
smooth, and it drives great. We drive them home, we drive them around town. We drive them to
catch anything we may have missed in our complete used car inspection. If you are looking for
your next used car Max Auto Sales is the place to come! Call us at Visit us at Johnston Street in
Lafayette. Max Auto Sales is closed on Saturday's and Sunday's. Disclaimer: Yes we believe
this is a great used car. Yes we have checked it out to be safe to drive, roadworthy, and ready to
go. Yes we've inspected it and repaired everything we believe necessary to make this car run
great and be reliable. However, you are buying a "used car", it's not going to be in as good of a
condition as a new car will be. Max Auto Sales is not responsible for maintenance issues,
breakdowns, or repairs that show up or develop after the sale of the car, unless they are
covered by, AND you purchased, the optional powertrain warranty which only covers those
items listed in the warranty and only for the time period stated in the warranty. We simply
cannot predict everything that may happen at some point in the future, for any car; no one can.
Further, every car will eventually need maintenance or repairs; it's just part of car ownership.
And as such, any and all future maintenance or repairs are the responsibility of the cars owner.
Whether you buy a new car, or a used car, it is your responsibility to take care of it. Powered by
a 4. As you drive through the city in your Four Wheel Drive SUV, you will be elated to earn near
20mpg on the highway while the chrome grille, roof rails, automatic headlights, and painted
cast-aluminum wheels help you turn heads. Our XLT is great for long trips as well as trafficking
through the suburban jungle. With so many safety features from Ford, everyone will be smiling.
Four-wheel ABS, AdvanceTrac with roll stability control, tire pressure monitoring, and plenty of
airbags grant you peace of mind. This Explorer XLT is one that simply must be checked out!
Print this page and call us Now Drive home today in this Ford Explorer Eddie Bauer. Seats 7
passengers! If you have any questions or would like to schedule a test drive please contact
Trenton Bartels at ! Come see why Lee Janssen has been in business for 44 years and counting,
and providing Nebraska with a great selection, and exceptional customer service! Will that be
you? Call our sales team today at with any questions or to schedule a test drive! Thank you for
your interest in one of Gerald Ford's online offerings. Please continue for more information
regarding this Ford Explorer Limited with ,mi. With exceptional mileage, options and power,
you'll insist on driving it on all your outings. Equipped with 4WD, this Ford Explorer Limited
gives you added confidence to tackle the surface of any path you take. This Ford Explorer has
such low mileage it has been parked more than driven. This vehicle won't last long, take it home
today. It comes with a 4. Fully-Loaded with Additional Options 4. Thank you for choosing to visit
Sid Dillon in Crete, Nebraska Sid Dillon Crete has the brand new, used, or certified vehicle to
meet your needs. We go the extra mile when you bring your vehicle in for service by providing
free wash and vacuum. Schedule service on your vehicle in Crete at Sid Dillon. Contact our
Internet Specialist at for more information. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save
Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius.
Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine
and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 8, Manual 1. Cylinders 6 cylinders 5, 4 cylinders 1, 8
cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent
price drops. Price Drop. No accidents. New Listing. Check Availability. Showing 1 - 18 out of 9,
listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Ok except for the transmission. We bought our Explorer in
new. It ran great for 36, miles. It now has 68, miles. NOT very desirable. No repairs, just regular
maintenance for 3 years. Shortly after 36, miles we had problems with the reverse: going into
reverse and going from reverse into drive. It would take about 3 to 5 seconds for the gears to
catch and move the car. After a new transmission everything else started to go wrong.
Interesting that until we took it to the dealer we had no other problems! Read more. Read less.
Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been
flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,

CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

